
Design example for Alternator "Load Dump"  

Introduction 

Introduction to load dump: 
A load dump occurs when a powered load is disconnected from the source. In automotive electronics, a 

load dump transient occurs in the event of a discharged battery being disconnected while the alternator 

is generating charging current and with other loads still connected to the alternator circuit.  

The amplitude of the pulse depends on the alternator speed and on the level of the alternator field 

excitation at the time the battery is disconnected. The pulse duration depends essentially on the time 

constant of the field excitation circuit and on the pulse amplitude. It can be as high as 120 V and may take 

up to 400ms to decay. There are some automotive ISO standards defined for electronic circuits to 

withstand a specified load dump pulse. More details on these standards are available in Appendix B. 

This load dump could lead to failure of supply to equipment or even damage the equipment due to the 

high voltage spikes. The designers need to analyze this pulse from an alternator and provide protection 

mechanisms in their circuit design. 

Introduction to alternator: 
An alternator is an electrical generator that converts mechanical energy into electrical energy in the form 

of alternating current. Alternators are used in modern automobiles to charge the battery and to power 

the electrical system when its engine is running. More details on the working principle of alternator are 

available in Appendix A. 

This design example (loaddump_design.ai_dsn) shown in Figure 1 illustrates the use of the 3- 

phase alternator model. This model can be used for analyzing: 

 Voltage Transients due to Shaft Speed (load dump) 

 Regulation dynamics for a typical alternator (PWM based) 

This type of analysis would be of interest to charging system designers studying, for example, the 

performance of a new regulator topology.  

The example also shows one of the mitigation method analysis for load dump pulse in later section Load 

dump suppression. 



 

Figure 1: Load Dump Design (loaddump_design.ai_dsn) 

Battery: 
The readily available 12V lead acid battery template “batt_pb_2_v2.sin” has been used to 

characterize the battery. For simulation, the battery is assumed to be at 90% SOC (Initial State of Charge) 

at the start of the simulation. 

The following basic parameters are used to characterize the battery. 

# Parameters Values 

1 Nominal amp-hour capacity (ah_nom) 100 AHr (20 Hour rate) 

2 Current (amps) used to determine nominal amp-hour capacity (inom) 5 Amps 

 

Vehicle Engine model: 
The converter template “veh_eng_0.sin” takes tire diameter, gearshift, and vehicle speed 

information as input and computes the engine velocity on the output driveshaft. The model assumes 

that engine power is always sufficient to achieve the demanded vehicle speed.  

eng_vel=vehicle_vel/(tire_d/2)*diff_gear_ratio*gear_box_ratio

, 

 if (eng_vel < eng_idle) eng_vel = eng_idle 

 

where  

eng_vel is the engine angular velocity in rad/s, 

vehicle_vel  is  the vehicle linear velocity in m/s,  

tire_d is the tire diameter in m, 

diff_gear_ratio is the gear ratio of the axle differential,  

gear_box_ratio is the ratio of the drivetrain gearbox,  

eng_idle is the engine angular velocity at idle stroke. 



The gear_shift number and the gear_box ratio is determined from the table as shown in Figure 2 

in which recommended vehicle speed limits for every shift are listed. For example, for 1st gear the 

transmission ratio is 3.071 and the speed limit is 0 to 15kmph. 

 
Figure 2:Vehicle model parameters 

 

This template uses predefined values for tire diameters and gear ratios. However, these can be 

modified to suit any drivetrain/vehicle specifications. See the template information of 

“veh_eng_0.sin” for more details. 

 

Driving cycle: 
The Drive-Cycle Editor tool is used to create a drive cycle such that the vehicle input speed is 

exponentially increasing between 0 to ~3.5 seconds and then remains constant, as shown in Figure 3. 



 

Figure 3:Drive cycle model 

Alternator: 
The alternator  template “alternator.sin” models an automotive alternator which includes the 

mechanical effects. It explicitly accounts for the sinusoidally varying inductive coupling factors and the 

conversion of mechanical to electrical energy. Therefore, the model would also be of use for noise 

suppression analysis (ripple voltage at a harmonic of shaft speed) and for charging system related impacts 

on fuel economy. More details on model and parameters is found in model file. The alternator parameters 

in this design example are as shown in Figure 4. 



 

Figure 4: Alternator model parameters 

 

Alternator Regulator model: 
The template “alt_reg.sin” is used here with a regulator set point voltage of 14.5V. More details 

about the internal model and behavior are explained in Appendix A. 

Load: 
Load is a simple resistor of 30 Ohm which is connected to simulate the load current of the vehicle. 

Transient analysis experiment (Nominal_analysis.ai_expt): 
A transient analysis is performed on the design for 6 seconds. The vehicle speed is increased exponentially 

from 0 to ~90kmph in ~3 seconds and kept constant after that. At t=4sec, the battery is disconnected to 

see the load dump pulse. An experiment “Nominal_analysis” is created to automate the analysis. 

Execute the experiment “Nominal_analysis” from Simulate tab to see the results. 



 

Figure 5: Nominal_analysis Experiment screenshot 

This experiment runs a transient analysis for 6 seconds, and records results. The signals to observe and 

interesting features are described below. 

Nominal Analysis Result:  
1) Open the graph result vehicle_signals (Figure 6).  

2) As mechanical shaft speed is brought up rapidly, the alternator output voltage rises quickly after 

the minimum speed is exceeded. The alternator voltage keeps increasing and drops whenever 

there is an auto gear shift. The shaft speed is brought up to ~2200 RPM (this equivalent to ~700 

RPM on the engine crankshaft, as a 2.5 to 3.0 gear ratio is typical). 

 

The gear change is assumed to be performed instantly the moment the vehicle speed crosses one 

of the limits. This assumption results in abrupt engine  angular velocity change that could cause 

very high driving torque spikes at the engine power. This can be observed in the graph for 

shaft_velocity signal. 



 

Figure 6: Alternator shaft and vehicle speed waveforms 

 

3) Open the Graph result electrical_signals from experiment. 

4) Use vertical marker measurement, if needed to check the stabilized values of voltages and 

currents in the system. 

Because the battery voltage (12.5 V) is well below the regulator set-point (14.5 V), a charging 

current (~40 Amp) exists. When the battery is removed from the system suddenly, a large 

alternator overvoltage is observed (86V). This consists of a very high initial spike, followed by a 

long ramp back to the regulated voltage. The initial spike is caused by the stored energy in the 

armature (stator) winding inductance. It is of relatively low energy. The much longer lasting ramp 

voltage is more troublesome. It is caused by the fact that the field (rotor) winding time constant 

is very long. Until the field current is reduced, the alternator continues to convert mechanical 

energy from the shaft, even though the electrical load no longer demands it. This condition is 

known as a "load dump", and is of concern under a variety of real operating conditions. 

 

 



 

Figure 7: Alternator voltage overshoot and load electrical waveforms 

5) Now zoom in on the voltage transient at time = 4 sec in electrical_signals Graph (Figure 

8). Notice the very high value of the initial spike, and the long duration of the subsequent "ramp" 

overvoltage condition.  Measure the rise time and pulse width and compare with the ISO standard 

pulse specification. 



 

Figure 8: Closer look at the Alternator voltage overshoot around 4sec 

6) Now Open the graph electrical_speed_signals and observe the alternator 

shaft_speed_in_rpm overlapped with battery_voltage and 

alternator_voltage signals (Figure 9).  

7) Zoom in at the beginning of the drive cycle (Figure 10). Use the vertical marker measurement as 

required. Notice that the alternator_voltage remains at the battery voltage level until the 

shaft speed rises above ~250 RPM. As the shaft speed increases the alternator voltage increases 

(small ripple observed is due to the AC- DC conversion from 3-phase alternator) until the regulator 

controls it once it reaches around 15V. 

 



 

Figure 9: Alternator voltage and shaft speed analysis 

 

Figure 10: Closer look at the Alternator voltage and shaft speed at the beginning of the drive cycle 



8) Now Open the graph alternator_load_ripple (Figure 11).  

 

Figure 11: Alternator load voltage ripple analysis 

 

Figure 12: Closer look at the Alternator load voltage ripple after load dump pulse has settled 



9) Zoom in on the graph at around 4.5 sec (Figure 12).  It can be observed that the load voltage has 

some ripple even after a long while after the load dump.  This ripple occurs due to the turn ON 

and OFF of the alternator regulator field winding (field_winding_ctrl), whenever the load 

voltage goes below 14.5V (with hysteresis of 1V from the comparator inside the regulator model). 

10) The field current increases and alternator voltage increases when the field winding is ON. Once 

the alternator voltage is above 14.5V, the field winding is turned off and the stored energy is 

freewheeled with a time constant which is dependent on the load resistance, capacitance, and 

stator winding inductance and resistance. 

 

MultiVary analysis experiment (Multivary_analysis_alternator.ai_expt): 
By increasing the rotor and/or stator magnetizing inductance, the amplitude of the pulse increases. By 

increasing the rotor and/or stator resistance the amplitude of the pulse decreases but the rise and fall 

time increases. To validate several alternators with different inductance, resistance for the stator and 

rotor a MultiVary analysis can be performed with different sets of stator and rotor inductance and 

resistance values to analyze the pulse amplitude.  

A test condition is added to check the runs in which the load voltage exceeds the peak of 100V under load 

dump. 

 

Parallel runs in MultiVary analysis is set to multi-core (4 cores). This helps to execute the experiment faster 

(<1min) compared to the sequential option (3-4 minutes).  

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 13: Alternator voltage overshoot around 4sec with MultiVary analysis 

 

In this way, a load dump pulse from different alternator models can be compared at once by using the 

MultiVary analysis from Saber to set multiple parameters of different alternators and perform multiple 

runs of simulation with all other settings being same using Experiment analyzer. 

Load dump suppressors: 
Automotive designers can address circuit protection in several ways by suppressing the LOAD DUMP surge 

at the alternator level. There are multiple ways to achieve this. Few methods are discussed in APPENDIX 

C.   



Using TVS: 

A shunt can be used at the load input which is a semiconductor transient suppressor (example: TVS diode) 

inbuilt to the alternator.  In such cases, pulse specification would be a clamped load dump (lower peak 

voltage ~35V) pulse as shown in pulse 5b (Figure 20) (APPENDIX C). The vehicle electrical load 

manufacturers can then use this specification to design the protection devices on the load side. Also, to 

analyze functionality (Example: ECU function under load dump) and ensure there is no damage to the 

loads. 

A Spice to Saber converted model of a TVS diode sm5a27 is used at the alternator output to clamp the 

voltage peak during load dump to a limited value (35V). To analyze this behavior, open design 

“loaddump_suppressors_tvs.ai_dsn” and run experiment Nominal_ analysis.  

 

Figure 14:Load Dump Suppression Design (loaddump_suppression_tvs.ai_dsn) 

The result Graph electrical_signals is as shown in Figure 15. 

 



 

Figure 15: Alternator voltage overshoot clamped and load electrical waveforms with TVS diode 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX A: 
Alternator basics: 

 

Figure 16: Alternator  

An automotive alternator is a three-phase generator with a built-in rectifier circuit consisting of six diodes. 

As the sheave (commonly known as pulley) is rotated by a belt connected to the automobile engine’s 

crankshaft, a magnet is spun past a stationary set of three-phase windings (called the stator), usually 

connected in a Y configuration. The spinning magnet is an electromagnet, not a permanent magnet. 

Alternators are designed this way so that the magnetic field strength can be controlled, in order that 

output voltage may be controlled independently of rotor speed. This rotor magnet coil (called the field 

coil, or simply field) is energized by battery power, so that it takes a small amount of electrical power input 

to the alternator to get it to generate a lot of output power. 

Electrical power is conducted to the rotating field coil through a pair of copper “slip rings” mounted 

concentrically on the shaft, contacted by stationary carbon “brushes.” The brushes are held in firm contact 

with the slip rings by spring pressure. 

Many modern alternators are equipped with built-in “regulator” circuits that automatically switch battery 

power on and off to the rotor coil to regulate output voltage. 

In normal operation, the ignition switch is ON and the engine is running, when the battery voltage applied 

on the regulator is over the high threshold, then no current flows through the excitation winding and the 

alternator is non-acting. When the battery voltage is lower than the low threshold, then a current given 

by the regulator flows through the excitation winding. Now the alternator generates a current that 

charges the battery. 

Regulator basics: 

The regulator model uses parameters from CS3361 and CS3341 from On-semi. 

The CS3361, CS3341 integral alternator regulator integrated circuit provides the voltage regulation for 

automotive, 3−phase alternators. 

NOTE: Some datasheets mentioned in this document can be accessed from the folder “PDFs”. 

https://www.onsemi.com/pub/Collateral/CS3361-D.PDF
http://www.onsemi.com/pub/Collateral/CS3341-D.PDF


 

Figure 17: IAR system block diagram 

 

Figure 18: Operation of regulator at different duty cycle 

APPENDIX B: 
Test Pulses 5a and 5b 

ISO7637-2:2004 pulse 5a,5b (load dump pulse) is designed to simulate the voltage surge produced by 

spinning alternators when the battery or some other significant load is accidentally disconnected [1].  

ISO 16750 applies to road vehicles, covering environmental conditions and testing for electrical and 

electronic equipment. Released in 2010, ISO 16750-2 was prepared by Technical Committee ISO/TC 22 to 

replace ISO 7637 for load dump (the pulse 5a and 5b portion). Further revisions to ISO 16750-2 were 

released in 2012. 

The significant difference between the old and new load dump tests is that the new test requires 10 pulses 

in 10 minutes with a one minute interval per pulse, as shown in Table below. The old load dump test (ISO-

7637-2, 2004) specified only a single pulse [4].  



 

 

Figure 19: Definition of the Load Dump without centralized load dump suppression 

 

 

 

Figure 20: Definition of the Load Dump with centralized load dump suppression 



APPENDIX C 
The new ISO test condition of 10 pulses in 10 minutes shows that the reliability of the load dump 

protection device needs to be checked with high importance and the circuit designer needs to choose the 

correct device based on surge capability in high-temperature environments. Historically, overvoltage and 

overcurrent protection was achieved using bulky capacitors, TVS diodes and fuses. 

Different Load dump suppressor options are as follows: 

1) A non-synchronous buck controller can be designed, which provides protection against load dump 

transients by disconnecting the input supply to the controller or electronic subsystem for the 

specified duration of the pulse. It can then reconnect with a fixed delay, when conditions return 

to normal.  

Example: LM5088-Q1 from TI. 

2)  Another solution of protecting an automotive electronic subsystem is to shunt the supply voltage 

at the ESA input with a semiconductor transient suppressor. Here a single transient-voltage-

suppressor (TVS) device that can support high surge currents is chosen [1]. These diodes are 

clamping devices that limit voltage spikes by the low impedance avalanche breakdown of the P/N 

junction.  

Example: SM5A27 from Vishay. 

3) Energy-storage capacitors collect their charge through rectifiers and deliver stored energy 

through inverter legs to the power supply's output. High value Electrolytic capacitors with high 

voltage rating can be also used to absorb the high current and reduce the voltage spike on load.  

4) Varistors are voltage-dependent resistors (VDRs). They are symmetrical, nonlinear resistive 

elements whose resistance decreases abruptly above a certain voltage (Figure 4). In clamping 

both positive and negative voltages, their behavior is similar to two back-to-back zener diodes [6]. 

Example: NV73DS from Mouser. 

 

5) Discrete protection circuits can be built to parallel the load with a clamp such as a TVS diode and 

a capacitor preceded by a fuse [6]. 

The other conditions in a car which needs to be considered for electronic load protections are Jump Start, 

Cold Crank, and Battery Reversal. Several Automotive Component manufacturers now offer integrated 

solutions with Load dump /Over voltage protection, Current limitation, Reverse voltage protection, and 

Under voltage lock out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ti.com/lit/an/snva681a/snva681a.pdf
https://www.vishay.com/ppg?88381
https://www.mouser.in/new/koa/koa-nv73ds-varistors/
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